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Abstract 
The protein folding is regarded as a quantum transition between torsion states on polypeptide 
chain. The deduction of the folding rate formula in our previous studies is reviewed. The rate 
formula is generalized to the case of frequency variation in folding. Then the following problems 
about the application of the rate theory are discussed: 1) The unified theory on the two-state and 
multi-state protein folding is given based on the concept of quantum transition. 2) The relationship 
of folding and unfolding rates vs denaturant concentration is studied. 3) The temperature 
dependence of folding rate is deduced and the non-Arrhenius behaviors of temperature 
dependence are interpreted in a natural way. 4) The inertial moment dependence of folding rate is 
calculated based on the model of dynamical contact order and consistent results are obtained by 
comparison with one-hundred-protein experimental dataset. 5) The exergonic and endergonic 
foldings are distinguished through the comparison between theoretical and experimental rates for 
each protein. The ultrafast folding problem is viewed from the point of quantum folding theory 
and a new folding speed limit is deduced from quantum uncertainty relation. And finally, 6) since 
only the torsion-accessible states are manageable in the present formulation of quantum transition 
how the set of torsion-accessible states can be expanded by using statistical energy landscape 
approach is discussed. All above discussions support the view that the protein folding is 
essentially a quantum transition between conformational states.  
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1  Basic theory – a brief review of the deduction 
We have deduced protein folding rate from the quantum transition between vibration states of 
different conformations. Since the transition is generally related to the electronic states of the 
molecule we suppose the dynamical variables of the system are ( x,θ ) (x is the coordinate of the 
frontier electron and θ the torsion angle of molecule). The wave function of the system M ( x,θ ) 
satisfies  
1 2( ( , ) ( , , )) ( , ) ( , )H H x M x EM xθ θ θθ
∂ + ∇ =∂ θ     (1) 
Starting from (1) the main steps of the deduction are summarized in the following. The detailed 
discussions were given in literatures [Luo 1987;Luo 1995; Luo 2004; Luo 2009] .  
(1) Adiabatic approximation  Because the mass of electrons is much smaller than nucleic 
masses, the adiabatic approximation can be used. In this approximation the wave function of the 
conformation-electronic system can be expressed as  
( , ) ( ) ( , )M x xθ ψ θ ϕ θ=        (2) 
and these two factors satisfy 
2 ( , , ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )H x x x
α
α αθ ϕ θ ε θ ϕ∇ = θ       (3) 
1{ ( , ) ( )} ( ) (kn kn knH
α
α α α )Eθ ε θ ψ θ ψ θθ
∂ + =∂       (4) 
here α denotes the electron-state, and (k, n) refer to the conformation- and vibration-state, 
respectively.  
(2) Quantum transition by use of the nonadiabaticity operator method [Huang and Rhys, 
1950]. Because Eq (2) is not a rigorous eigenstate of Hamiltonian H1 + H2, there exist transitions 
between adiabatic states that result from the off–diagonal elements 
3
' ' ' 1 2 '( ) ' | |k n kn kn kk nnM H H M d d x E k n H knα α α ααθ δ δ δ α α+ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′+ = +∫   (5) 
2 2
3
' ' 2' | | ( ){ ( 2 ) } ( )2k n kn
k n H kn d x d
I
α α
α α α
ϕ ϕα α ψ θ ϕ ψ θθ θ θ
+ +
′
∂ ∂ ∂′ ′ ′ = − +∂ ∂ ∂∫ ∫= θ
  (6) 
H ′Here  is a Hamiltonian describing conformational transition. We see that the conformational 
transition is caused by the matrix element of conformational wave function ( )knαψ θ  but partly 
related to the electronic wave function ( , )a xϕ θ through its  dependence.  θ
For most protein folding problem the electronic state does not change in transition processes, 
namely 'α α= aϕ. Because the wave function  is generally real, one can deduce 
3( , )( , ) 0aa
x
x d
ϕ θϕ θ θ
∂
x =∂∫        (7) 
3( , ) ( , ) 1a ax x d xϕ θ ϕ θ =∫from the normalization condition . Therefore, only the first term 
in Eq. (6) should be retained, namely 
2 2
3
' 2| | ( ){ } ( )2k n kn
k n H kn d x d
I
α
α α α
ϕα α ψ θ ϕ ψ θθ
+ +
′
∂′ ′ ′ = − ∂∫ ∫= θ        (8) 
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(3) Application to protein folding   For a problem of fixed bond lengths and bond angles only 
the torsion potential 1( ,... )tor NU θ θ  should be considered. The torsion potential Utor is assumed 
to have several minima with respect to each iθ  and near each minimum the potential can be 
expressed by a potential of harmonic oscillator.  In argument-separable case 
1 2( , ,... ) ( )tortor N j
j
U Uθ θ θ θ=∑ (j)                           (9) 
we have 
2 2
1 2 ( ))2 tor jj j
H
I
U θθ
∂= − +∂∑ = (j)（                          (10) 
here Ij is the inertial moment of the j-th mode. The conformational wave function is the product of 
the functions of single argument 
               )()......()( ,,1,, 111 Nnknkkn NNN θψθψθψ ααα =                         (11) 
)(,, jnk jjj θψ αwhere  can approximately be expressed by a wave function of harmonic oscillator 
with quantum number n (0)
jj k
θ θ=j . Note that the harmonic potential has equilibrium position at  
with the corresponding k
jk
E (k-th minimum of potential =1,2,…).  j j
'α α=Finally, by use of the nonadiabaticity operator method and by consideration of  in 
the process, like Eq (8), we obtain the conformation-transitional matrix element  
2 2
3
' 2
| | ( ) { } ( )
2k n knj j
k n H kn d x d
I
α
α α
ϕ
αα α ψ θ ϕ ψ θθ
+ +
′
∂′ ′ ′ = − ∂∑∫ ∫
= θ    (12) 
 
(4) Deduction of transition rate – single mode case 
After thermal average over the initial states and summation over final states we have 
2
{ }
| |
2 ({ }, ) E
n
k n H knW α α B n Tπ ρ′ ′ ′= ∑=                      (13) 
EρB({n},T) denotes the Boltzmann factor and  means state density. The final result of transition 
rate for single mode case is given by  
2
2
E VW I I
π
ω= =                                            （14） 
0
22 2
3
22E
I
I α α
d x
θ θ
ϕ ϕθ =
− ∂= ∂∫=                                           (15) 
2
1/ 2(2 ) exp( )exp
2 2V B
p EI z
z k T
δπ −= −                  (16)                           
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2
2( )
Bz
k T Iδθ= =
Ep δω= =( ,   )                        (17)    
0θHere the same frequency for initial and final states (ω=ω’) has been assumed ,  means the 
conformational coordinate which takes a value of the largest overlap region of vibration functions, 
and (0) (0)'k kδθ θ θ= −  is the angular displacement and 'k kE E Eδ = −  the energy gap 
between initial and final states （ Ek and Ek’ mean the minimum of the potential in initial state k 
and final state k’ respectively）（Fig 1 and Fig 2）. The similar formula of Eq (16）was obtained by 
Jortner in his calculation of activation energy for electron transfer between biological molecules 
[Jortner, 1976; Devault, 1980] .  
. 
 (5) Deduction of transition rate – multi- mode case 
 If several torsion angles participate simultaneously in one step of conformational transition then 
we call it multi-mode or multi-torsion transition. Consider the case of N modes with same 
frequency 1 2 1 2... , ' ' ... ' 'N Nω ω ω ω ω ω ω= = = = = = = =ω  , and ω=ω’ .  
We obtain 
2
{ }
2
j
E
p j
W I VjI
π
ω= ∑∏=                                  (18) 
EI  is the factor of electronic wave function 
0
2
2 2
3
2 )2 j jE j j j
I
I α α θ θ
ϕ ϕθ =
− ∂= ∂∑ ∫=（ d x                    (19) 
{ }j
Vj
p j
I∑∏  is the factor of conformational wave function and 
1 2
2
{ }
1 exp( )( ) exp( )
2 22j
Vj j
p j B j
E pI Z
k T Zπ
−Δ= −∑ ∑∏ ∑                 (20） 
( /j j
j
p p E E Eω δ= = Δ Δ =∑ ∑= ,  2 2( ) Bj jk TZ Iδθ= = ) (21) j
jEδjδθ(Here  is the angular displacement and  the energy gap between the initial and final 
states for the j-th mode.) 
(6) Simplified results  
By using 
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                                             （22） 
jl = the j-th magnetic quantum number (with respect to jθ ) of electronic wave function  
ja( ,{ })xαϕ θ = , a number in the order of magnitude of 1，we obtain 2 O(1)jl< >≈, 
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(23） 
（ 2 av( )jδθ δθ= < >  ）                           （24） 
from Eqs (18)-(22).  Setting (the typical frequency of torsion vibration), 112 sec106 −×=ω
/ 2δθ π=  and T0=310 K （ ），neglecting the last factor in Eq (23), finally we 
deduce 
0 / 6Bk T ω == .8
87 1/ 2 2 2.5 1
0
0.37 10 ( ) exp( ) sec
2 B
T EW a
T k T
Iδ− − −= × −                       （25） 
2 O(1)a l=  , and I in unit of [g cm2 ]) for single torsion transition and  (
87 1/ 2 1/ 2 2 1
0
0.37 10 ( ) exp ( ) ( ) sec
2
j
j
B j
aT EW I
T k T I
− − −Δ= × ∑ ∑ −      (26) 
ja O(1)( , Ij  in unit of [g cm2 ]) for multi-mode case.   
 
(7) Generalization to frequency variation case 
Conside the case of non-equal frequencies between initial and final states and among different 
modes.  Following classical theory of reaction rate the rate is generally a function of free energy 
difference between initial and final states. For a system of oscillators, the free energy is expressed 
by 
os
1 {ln(1 exp( )) }j j
j
G Eβωβ= − − +∑      ( 1Bk Tβ = )       (27) 
jEfrom statistical mechanics where  means the potential minimum of the j-th oscillator. By 
using 
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( ) exp( ) 1jj j
G nω β ω
∂ = =∂ −= =                          (28) 
jn( - phonon number of the j-th mode)  we obtain the free energy variation 
' '
os
exp( ) 1
j j
j j
j j
j jj j
GG d
ω ω
ω ω ω dδ ω ωω β ω
∂= =∂ −∑ ∑∫ ∫ ==              (29) 
jωas the frequency shifts from  to jω ’. It leads to  
'1 ln j
j j
Gω
ωδ β ω=∑                                        (30) 
jβ ω=as <<1.  Therefore，from (27) the free energy difference between torsion initial state 
(frequency {ωj}) and final state (frequency {ωj’}) is 
os
1 ln
'
j
j
j j j
G G E Eω
ωδ δ β ωΔ = − + = Δ +∑ ∑           (31) 
Correspondingly, the net change of phonon number p in Eqs (17) and (21) will be replaced by 
ln
'1
j
j j
j jj j
E
p
ω
δ ω
ω β ω= +∑ ∑= =                             (32) 
Considering that the contribution of frequency variation to folding rate comes mainly from the 
torsion vibration term, instead of Eq (23) we obtain a generalized equation of folding rate 
3 2
1/ 2 1/ 2 2os os
2
(( ) exp{ }( ) ( ) exp{
2 22 2 '
j
B j
B j
aG GW k T I
k T I k T I
π
ω δθδθω
− −Δ −= ∑ ∑ ∑
=
2
）
（ ） }B j
Δ
 
(33) 
( 'ω  means the average of 'jω  and ω  --  the average of jω ) in the frequency variation 
case where   is given by Eq (31).  The application of free energy gap  instead of 
energy gap 
osGΔ osGΔ
EΔ  was firstly proposed in the photosynthetic electron transfer when the frequency 
variation is small [Kakitani, 1981].  From Eq (31) we know that when 
 
ln
'
j
j j B
E
k T
ω
ω
Δ∑                                 (34) 
the effect of frequency variation can be neglected and Eq (33) returns to Eq (23) . 
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  Figure 1  U(θ) – θ relation for δE<0 
 
 Figure 2  U(θ) – θ relation for δE>0 
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 Figure 3  U(θ) – θ relation for down-hill folding 
 
 
Figure caption   Figure 1 to 3 are plotted for typical torsion mode j . The subscript j in θj and Ej 
has been dropped for simplicity. Figure 3 is similar to Figure 2 with δE>0 but the barrier 
disappears in Fig 3.
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2  Two-state and multi-state proteins 
The folding kinetics of dozens of proteins have been reported to date [Fulton et al, 2005].  
For two-state proteins the folding kinetics can be directly understood in the scheme of quantum 
transition from the denatured state to the folding state. In this section we shall generalized the 
theory to the multi-state protein. Since the folding rates of non-two-state proteins show the similar 
dependence on the native backbone topological parameters as for the two-state proteins 
[Kamagata et al, 2004], we assume that the multi-state protein folding can be seen as a joint 
process of several quantum transitions, and they occur at different degrees of freedom of torsion 
angle. Consider three-state (denatured state, intermediate state and folding state) case. There exist 
two quantum transitions, one from denatured to intermediate, referred to as transition 1 and the 
other from intermediate to folding state, referred to as transition 2. We suppose that the two 
successive transitions (s=1,2) in three-state proteins take place in different torsion modes, i.e., the 
oscillator modes in transition 1 not overlapped with those in transition 2.  
1 2 ... Nω ω ω ω= = = =For simplicity consider the case of single frequency  ,
( )s
jp1 2' ' ... ' 'Nω ω ω ω= = = =  and ω=ω’.  Set  representing the net change in 
quantum number for oscillator mode j in transition s and satisfying the constraint 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )/s s s s sj j
j j
p p E E Eω= = Δ Δ =∑ ∑= δ                 (35) 
( )s
jEδwhere   means the energy gap between the initial and final states for the j-th mode in 
transition s.   Following above assumption the total oscillator modes in two successive 
transitions are fully identical with those in some single transition. So we have  
(1) (1) ( 2)
(1) (2)
'
'{ } { }{ }j jj
Vj Vj Vj
j j jE p pp
I I
Δ
=∑ ∑ ∑ ∑∏ ∏ ∏
‘
I
E
                   (36) 
where the constraints (35) and  should be satisfied in the left summation of 
Eq (36). The RHS of Eq (36) which describes a single transition has been given by Eq (20).  The 
factor 
(1) (2)E EΔ + Δ = Δ
(1)
(1)
{ }
Vj
j
jp
I∑∏
( 2)
(2)
{ }
Vj
j
jp
I∑∏ or in LHS of Eq (36) takes the same approximate 
expression like Eq (20).  Eq (36) means the conformational factor of three-state protein folding 
rate is equal to that of an equivalent two-state protein folding.  
    The electronic factor of three-state protein folding rate in transition s (s=1,2) is 
 
0
2
2 2
( ) 3
2
in{ }
)
2E j j
s
j s j j
I d
I α α θ θ
ϕ ϕθ =
− ∂= ∂∑ ∫=（ x  
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2
in{ }
(
4
j
j s j
a
)
I
≅ ∑=                                              (37) 
Comparing with Eq (22) we obtain 
(1) (2)
E E EI I+ = I                                                    (38) 
and therefore estimate 
(1) 2 (2) 21
1 2 1 2
( ) ( )2E E E
N N
EI I I IN N N N
≈ ≈+ +                            (39) 
where N  and N1 2 are number of modes in transition 1 and 2 respectively. The electronic factor of 
three-state folding rate is the geometrical average of 1 2E EI I
（）（ ）(1)
EI
(2)
EI and  , = 
1 2
2
1 2( )
E
N N I
N N+ .  Therefore, for three-state protein the electronic factor of  folding rate is 
smaller than that in an equivalent two-state folding by 1 2 2
1 2( )
N N
N N+ .  Combining with the 
conformational factor Eq (36) we estimate that the three-state protein folding rate is about       
1 2
2
1 2( )
N N
N N+   (smaller than 1/4) of the corresponding equivalent two-state protein folding. 
The above discussion can be generalized to any multi-state protein folding. For s-state protein, the 
folding rate is multiplied by a factor smaller than 1/(s-1)2 as compared with the two-state protein 
of same topology. If there exists additional time delay τ’ between two successive transitions the 
folding rate of an s-state protein should further lower down by an additional factor 
exp( ( 2) ')s τ− −  .  
    To summarize, under the assumption of the successive transitions of a multi-state proteins 
take place in different torsion modes the multi-state protein folding rate can be simply expressed 
as the rate of two-state protein folding of same topology multiplied by a time delay factor 
exp( )τ−  (τ depends on s). Therefore, Eq (33) should be generalized to 
3 2
1/ 2 1/ 2 2os os
2
(( ) exp{ }( ) ( ) exp{ }exp( )
2 22 2 '
j
B j
B j B j
aG GW k T I
k T I k T I
π τω δθδθω
− −Δ − Δ= −∑ ∑ ∑
=
2
）
（ ）
 (40) 
or its simplified version Eq (26) generalized to 
87 1/ 2 1/ 2 2 1
0
0.37 10 ( ) exp ( ) ( ) exp( )sec
2
j
j
B j
aT EW I
T k T I
τ− − −Δ= × −∑ ∑ −  
(41) 
for multi-state protein folding. The existence of time delay factor has been proved by Zhang and 
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Luo through the unified statistical analysis of two-state and non-two-state protein folding by use 
of Eqs (26) and (41) [Zhang and Luo, 2010] . For a set of 80 proteins (45 two-state and 35 
non-two-state) they estimated the best-fit 3.5τ =  (see section 6). 
 
3 Denaturant dependence of folding and unfolding rates  
Consider a transition process (folding）from conformation A to B. The transition rate is 
supposed to be W .  For the inverse process （unfolding）the rate is WAB BA.   From the above 
general deduction of the rate equation we see that two processes are related by 
, ,j j j j j jE E p pδ δθ δθ→ − →− →− 'δ  and jω jω↔ .  So from (33), to the first 
order of  one has osGΔ
os/ exp( / ) 'AB BA B
W W G k T ωω≅ Δ                                           (42) 
    In the majority of folding kinetics experiments, chemical denaturants are employed to 
destabilize the native state. How the folding and unfolding rates depend on denaturant 
concentration?  There are at least two factors influencing the folding kinetics. The first is the 
change of the energy gap jEδ ( )tor jU θ(j) due to the alteration of torsion energy  of the j-th 
mode. One may assume jEδ EΔ, and therefore , is a linear function of denaturant 
concentration. This interprets the observed slope of the arm of the chevron plot, a plot of lnW 
versus denaturant concentration [Maxwell et al, 2005]. The second is the change of the inertial 
moment Ij due to the varying viscosity of the solvent. One may assume the effective inertial 
moment Ij  is approximately a linear function of denaturant concentration. This can interpret the 
observed deceleration of folding as the viscosity of the solvent is increased [Jacob et al, 1997; 
Pabit et al, 2004]. Inserting the denaturant-dependent factor into the simplified equation (26) we 
obtain 
 
0 0ln ln ( ) ( )2
E
I
jB j
m FW W c c m c c
k T I 0
∂= + − + −∂∑              (43) 
with 
1
1( ,..., ,...) ln( ) 2ln( )
2
j
j j
j j j
a
F I I I
I
= − +∑ ∑                    (44) 
 
where c means denaturant concentration and lnW  – the logarithm rate at standard concentration c0 0, 
and Em ,  denote the slop of Im EΔ  and  Ij  with concentration respectively. For Ij=I, Eq 
(43) is approximated as 
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0 0
5ln ln ( ) ( )
2 2
E I
B
m mW W c c c c
k T I
= + − − − 0               (45) 
 
4 Temperature dependence of transition rate 
From (33) and (31) we obtain the explicit temperature dependence of W 
os
1os
2
(1 )
~ exp{ }
2 B
GG
W
k T
ε T −
ΔΔ −
                                           (46)                  
2
jIε ω δθ= ∑2（ ）( )                           (47) 
1
2T
−
where  is temperature-dependent as seen from Eq (31). The dependent factor osGΔ  has a 
simple classical-mechanical explanation. The conformational transition can be looked as a set of 
oscillators jumping across a barrier. The oscillators are in thermal equilibrium, obeying normal 
distribution. The factor 
1
2T
−
 comes from the standard deviation of the oscillator displacement.  
From Eq (46) it gives 
1 1ln ( ) . ln
2 2
1
2
B
B
EE
W T const
k T T
E k T
ε
λλ ε ε
ΔΔ
+ +
Δ+
∼
2
（1- ）
（1- ）-2                   (48) 
( ln
'
)j
j j
ωλ ω=∑                                          (49) 
 
1
T
  So，the relation of lnW versus is not linear in the Arrhenius plot. It behaves approximately as 
a straight line with slop  
(1 )
2 B
EE
S
k
ε
ΔΔ −
=                                   （50） 
1
T
1
T
, but the slop changes significantly at low at high . The rigorous slop – temperature 
relation is given by  
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2
2
(1 )ln 1
1 2 2 2( )
B
B
EEd W kT
kd
T
λε
ε T
ΔΔ −
= + +                 (51) 
EΔAs shown in Eq (50), the symbol of S is determined by the energy gap . In view of  
generally smaller than ε, as <0, the rate increases with temperature, across a maximum and 
then decreases. As 
EΔ
EΔ
EΔ >0, no such maximum can be observed but the slop S of Arrhenius line 
also increases in high temperature region.  
   The nonlinearity of lnW –
1
T
 relation comes from the last two terms of the RHS of Eq (51). 
Both two terms are positive and they interpret the observed nonlinearity in the correct direction. 
However, the contribution of 
1
2
T  term alone is not enough for interpreting the experimental 
strong nonlinearity [Yang and Gruebele, 2004; Ghosh et al, 2007]. This can be seen from the 
following observation. From Eqs (50) and (51) the slop S of Arrhenius line is about 
1
2
T02 6202 B
E
T
k
Δ =∼  while the term contributes to the slope increase only of 5/620≈1% when 
temperature changes 10°K. Therefore, the 
2
2
2
Bk Tλε  term should be important for the correct 
interpretation of strong nonlinearity. For downhill process the disappearance of barrier in torsion 
energy requires small δθ 2（ ） (Fig 3，see detailed discussion in section 6 ). In this case, if the 
frequency difference between initial and final state is large enough then the large λ and small 
2
2
2
Bk Tλε
ln
1
( )
d W
d
T
δθ 2（ ） would lead to significant contribution of  term to  and therefore 
the strong non-Arrhenius behavior of temperature dependence can be interpreted. In fact, from 
Eq(51), the change of slop in a range of temperature TΔ  is 
2ln 1
1 2( )
Bd W k TT
d
T
λ
ε TΔ = Δ + Δ                         (52) 
By using Eq (47) and (49), the last term of (52) is estimated as 
2
2
2
'
ln j
jB
B
j
k T k TN
I
ω
ωλ
ε ω δθ= 2（ ）                      (53) 
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'j
j
ω
ω ≈δθ
37 210 g cmjI
−= ⋅12 16 10 secω −= × ,T=310 K, For example，setting =0.1, ,  
2 or 1/2 (1.1 or 1/1.1), and the number of modes N =50,  we  have 
2
Bk Tλ
ε = 28(0.53). So, as 
the initial/final frequency ratio larger than 1.1 (or smaller than 1/1.1), the contribution of 
2
Bk T Tλε Δ
1
2
TΔ term to the slop change will exceed that of  term. The former contribution 
increases rapidly with the frequency ratio. As the frequency ratio equals 2 it attains 50 fold higher 
than the term from 
2
Bk T Tλε Δ
1
2
TΔ . So, by introducing term and adjusting the initial/final 
frequency ratio we are able to interpret all observed non-Arrhenius behaviors in spite of their 
non-linearity behaving very differently in experiments. 
   The experimental data to date indicated that most of the ultrafast folders show significant 
decreases in their folding rates upon increase in temperature at high temperature [Yang and 
Gruebele, 2004; Ghosh et al, 2007]. The non-Arrhenius behavior has aroused considerable 
attention of many investigators. It was interpreted by the temperature dependence of hydrophobic 
interaction or by the nonlinear temperature dependence of the configurational diffusion constant 
on rough energy landscapes [Scalley and Baker, 1997]. It was also interpreted by elaborately 
designed conformational searching model [Ghosh et al, 2007]. However, the point of protein 
folding as quantum transition gives alternative more direct and natural explanation on it.  
Recent experiments on rate--temperature relationships in λ-repressor fragments folding 
exhibited another characteristic of non-Arrhenius behavior. The set of mutants containing more 
glycines vs alanines exhibit stronger non-Arrhenius behavior in lnW vs 1/T plots [Yang and 
Gruebele, 2004]. From our point of quantum transition this may be due to the change of torsion 
potential in the mutation of amino acid. The residue dependence can also be induced by the 
smaller inertia moment of glycine than alanine since the non-Arrhenius term 
2
2
2
Bk Tλε  is 
greater in glycine-rich mutant (see Eq (53)). 
EΔAs the denaturant concentration effect on  is considered, the denaturant possibly 
strengthens the torsion force field and therefore change the slope parameter S . S  will increase 
with the concentration and therefore the relative contribution of non-Arrhenius term Bk T
λ
ε
2
2  to 
the rate lnW in Eq (48) will decrease as compared with S term . This interprets why the plots of 
lnW versus 
1
T
are strongly curved for refolding but almost linear for unfolding [Scalley and 
Baker, 1997]. 
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5 Inertial moment dependence of folding rate 
From the simplified equation (26) we obtain the inertial moment dependence of W 
1/ 2 2( ) ( jj
j
a
W I )
I
−∑ ∑∼                                  (54) 
or 
1ln ln 2ln
2
j
j
j
a
W I
I
− +∑ ∑∼                          (55) 
 
jI∑ , is called series-connection factor of The first term at RHS of (55), ln inertial moment 
(SCIM) and the second, ln j
j
a
I∑ , the parallel-connection factor of inertial moment (PCIM). 
Since the folding rates appear to be largely determined by the topology of the native folded state 
[Plaxco et al, 1998], to calculate two terms of inertial moment Zhang and Luo (2010) proposed a 
simplified model by calculating the moment of inertia of polypeptide chain between contact 
residues of native backbone. The calculation is carried out as follows. When the spatial distance 
between two residues l and i is not greater than some threshold value (for example, 0.8 nm) and 
the distance in sequence is i-l>1, the residue pair is recorded as a contact pair j(l , i). The inertial 
moment jI  is calculated for each pair j(l , i) and the contribution from all residues between l and 
i should be summed. For the dataset of 80 proteins collected by Ouyang and Liang (2008) Zhang 
and Luo calculated the inertial moment dependence of folding rate and found both terms are 
correlated well with experimental folding rate ln kf.  The correlation coefficient of SCIM with ln 
kf. is 0.86 while the correlation coefficient of PCIM with ln kf. is -0.84. Both correlations are 
higher than or comparable with other calculations and predictions for protein folding rate based on 
the same concept of contact order [Plaxco et al, 1998; Ivankov et al, 2003; 2004]. Moreover, they 
demonstrated the correlation coefficients are insensitive to the choice of the axes for inertial 
moment calculation. The above results show that the inertial moment as a dynamical variable 
describing the contact plays an important role in the determination of protein folding rate. They 
named this approach as dynamical contact order, emphasizing the dynamical aspects of the 
concept of contact order, distinguished from conventional geometrical and phonological 
approaches [Segal, 2009; Gromiha et al, 2006] . 
    The summations in (54) and (55) are taken over all contacts of the protein and for each 
contact the contributions from all residues have been calculated. In the primary approximation, if 
the differences among residues are neglected, that is, all residues are assumed to contribute 
equally to the inertial moment (denoted as I) then lnW correlates roughly with the number of 
residues N in the chain, 
3 5ln ln ln
2 2
W N −∼ I                                                    (56) 
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This interprets why the chain length is an important factor in the determination of protein folding 
rate [Galzitskaya et al, 2003].  
 
6 Exergonic and endergonic reaction and ultrafast protein folding  
We shall compare the theoretical value of protein folding rates lnW with experimental value 
lnkf in the dataset of 80 proteins. Since data were generally collected under standard experimental 
conditions [Maxwell et al, 2005], to compare with experiments it is enough to use the theoretical 
formula Eq (33) at given temperature. To simplify the folding rate computation, we shall neglect 
the   term in Eq (33). Simultaneously, to make the comparison easily established the 
following two assumptions will be introduced. First, due to our ignorance of the angular quantum 
number 
2
os( GΔ ）
ja for the time being we assume ja =1 first and then estimate the error bought about by 
the assumption. Second, due to lack of the detailed experimental data on osGΔ  for each protein 
we assume  only taking three values roughly, namely  , 0 and -  where 
c is a constant to be determined. Since 
osGΔ 02 Bck T 02 Bck T
ja  means the square of angular quantum number of 
low-lying rotational states it is reasonable to assume its value between 1 and 10.  So one may use 
condition  
ln ln 2fW k− <                                               (57) 
as the criterion of consistency between theory and experiment. Using Eq (33) the criterion reads 
1 1ln 2ln ln 2
2R j fj j j
G I const k
I
Δ − + + − <∑ ∑                      
OS
02
R
B
GG
k T
ΔΔ = ）                             (58) （
where (=constant) is assumed universal for all proteins in dataset. const
 As checking the validity of the criterion for each protein we find 80 proteins in dataset can be 
classified into three classes. For 15 proteins the criterion holds as RGΔ =0 (denoted as class 3).  
For other proteins RGΔ should be non-vanishing to satisfy the criterion. For 29 proteins (23 
two-state proteins and 6 multi-state proteins) the best-fit RGΔ = >0, i.e. c=4 (denoted as 
class 1) and for 36 proteins (13 two-state proteins and 23 multi-state proteins) the best-fit 
08 Bk T
RGΔ =- <0 (class 2). The folding of class 1 proteins is exergonic while the folding of class 
2 proteins is endergonic. The class 3 proteins may be exergonic or endergonic but the heat release 
or absorption is relatively small. The numerical results on the comparison between theoretical and 
08 Bk T
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experimental folding rates are listed in Table 1 [Zhang and Luo, 2010]. In theoretical calculations 
of folding rate three kinds of rotational axis of inertia moment, C1, C2 and C3, have been assumed. 
C1 means the link of a pair of contact residues i and j is taken as the axis of rotation. C2 means for 
residue k between a contact pair i and j, the axis of rotation is defined by a line across i or j , 
perpendicular to the plane (k, i, j). C3 means the inertial moment contributed from the k–th residue 
is calculated relative to an axis across the k-1-th residue and perpendicular to the link between k 
and k-1.  From Table 1 we find that the distribution of the deviation between theoretical and 
experimental value of folding rate has a sharp peak within the range (-2,2) irrespective of the 
inertial axis choice, indicating that the theory is consistent with experiments [Zhang and Luo, 
2010].  
In addition to 80-proteins dataset, by use of 27 two-state folding proteins from the “standard” 
set which was given by Maxwell etc (2005) and Segal (2009), we test whether the consistency 
condition | lnW-lnkf |< 2 is satisfied. The result shows that all 27 proteins satisfy the condition in 
C2 rotational axis case and 25 proteins satisfy the condition in C1 and C3 axes cases. The 
correlation coefficients between lnW and lnkf are 0.88，0.92 and 0.91 for C1,C2 and C3 
respectively. 
In above calculations the Eq (33) is used both for two-state and multi-state proteins.  
Considering there may exist a time delay factor exp(-τ) in non-two--state  (section 2）we shall 
calculate ln ln fW k−  by  using  Eq (40) instead of Eq (33) for multi-state protein folding. 
Rigorously speaking, the time delay factor exp( )τ− changes from protein to protein. But in the 
primary calculation we neglect the detailed differences and assume a common value for all 
multi-state proteins. The time delay τ  can be estimated by two approaches. One is the 
maximization of the number of proteins that satisfy | lnW -lnkf |< 2 by varying τ . Another is the 
maximization of the correlation coefficient between lnW and lnkf by varying τ . Both calculations 
show that the maximization occurs at 3.5τ = .  These analyses support the view of the unifying 
mechanism of the two-state and multi-state protein folding. The results of ln ln fW k−  for 
assumed time delay 3.5τ =  are also listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Distribution of the deviation between theoretical and experimental folding rate 
 
lnW-lnkf
τ 
(-10,-6) (-6,-2) (-2,2) (2,6) (6,10) 
C1 3(0) 10(0) 54(26) 12(8) 1(1) 
0 C2 1(0) 8(0) 63(27) 7(7) 1(1)
C3 2(0) 9(0) 60(27) 8(7) 1(1)
 
C1 3(0) 12(2) 60(32) 4(0) 1(1)
3.5 C2 1(0) 10(2) 68(32) 1(1) 0(0)
C3 2(0) 11(2) 65(32) 1(0) 1(1)
 (-10, -6), (-6, -2) etc in the second line of the table indicate the range of lnW -lnkf.  The numerical values in the 
following lines are the number of proteins in the given range (number of multi-state proteins in parenthesis). C1, 
C2 and C3 correspond to the three rotational axis cases. τ  means the assumed time delay in the delay factor 
exp(-τ)for multi-state protein folding. 
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Our methods can predict the exergonic / endergonic property of the folding reaction. By 
maximization of the number of proteins that satisfy | lnW -lnkf |< 2 we are able to decide the 
symbol of  for each protein. osGΔ osGΔ  is the free energy difference between initial and final 
states. >0 means the torsion vibration free energy decreasing in the reaction, <0 
means the torsion vibration free energy increasing in the reaction. Under the supposition that the 
torsion vibration contributes the main part of free energy change in protein folding, one predicts 
that the protein with 
osGΔ osGΔ
osGΔ osGΔ>0  is exergonic and the protein with <0 is endergonic. These 
predictions are basically consistent with experimental data. For example, the nine high-speed 
folding proteins with free energy change ΔG<0 listed in literature [Kubelka et al, 2004], namely 
1E0L, 1ENH, 1L2Y, 1LMB, 1PIN, 1PRB, 1VII, 2A3D, and 2PDD are exactly exergonic proteins 
( RGΔ RGΔ>0 ) predicted by us. In comparison with experiments we should notice that  means 
the torsion free energy of initial state minus that of final state while the free energy ΔG usually 
denotes the free energy difference between final state and initial state. Simultaneously, we should 
notice that the experimental free energy ΔG includes all changes of energy in the reaction in 
addition to the contribution from torsion vibration.  
The kinetic question of how a protein can fold so fast is regarded as one of the grand challenge 
of the present protein folding theory [Dill et al, 2004]. Many works studied the ultrafast folding of 
small designed proteins [Qiu et al, 2002; Zhu et al, 2003]. New experimental techniques for direct 
observation of ultrafast folding were proposed [Neuweiler et al, 2009]. According to above 
calculations, the main decision factor for ultrafast folding is osexp{ }
2 B
G
k T
Δ
 in Eq (33). Exergonic 
proteins have >0 which greatly accelerate the folding process. From Eq (31), large 
means large 
osGΔ
osGΔ EΔ  and 'j jω ω> . So, from the point of quantum transition the necessary 
conditions for ultrafast folding are: first, the folding is exergonic rather than endergonic ; second, 
the large initial/final energy gap EΔ in torsion potential and third, the large initial/final 
frequency ratio of torsion vibration. On the other hand, the high speed folding generally occurs in 
downhill processes where the small δθ  is another factor to increase the folding rate as seen 
from Eq (33). 
The downhill folding was proposed firstly from theory and then demonstrated in experiments 
[Bryngelson et al, 1995; Sabelko et al, 1999; Garcia-Mira et al, 2002; Huang et al, 2007]. How to 
understand downhill folding in quantum transition theory? Consider a typical mode with torsion 
potential of initial and final ( 1k = ) )( 2k =  state expressed by harmonic potential 
2 (0) 21( ) ( ) ( 1,2)
2k k k k
U I E kθ ω θ θ= − + =                  (59) 
（ (0) (0)1 2 1 2E E Eδ δθ θ θ= − = − ） 
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cθThe intersection of U1 and U2  is denoted as  (Figure 3).  By using Eq (59), from the absence 
of barrier in downhill process, one obtains 
2 (0)1
1 1
2 (0)2
2 2
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
c
c
c
c
dU I
d
dU I
d
θ θ
θ θ
ω θ θθ
ω θ θ
0
0θ
=
=
= − <
= − <
                      (60) 
So, the condition for downhill is 
(0) (0)
1c c 2θ θ θ θ< <                                    (61) 
When initial frequency ω 1 equals final frequency ω ω ω ω cθ2, = = , 1 2 has a simple 
expression 
(0) (0)
1 2 2
1
2c
E
I
δθ θ θ ω δθ= + +（ ）                             (62)                   
Inserting (62) into (61) one has 
2
2
2 2( ) 2
E E
I I
δ δδθω ω− < <                                  (63) 
It means δθ 2（ ）should be small in downhill process. This is another factor to speed the folding 
rate.  
As Munoz indicated, the absence of barriers to folding is associated with a singular 
equilibrium behavior and therefore the downhill folding can be identified by investigating the 
protein unfolding at equilibrium with some experimental techniques [Garcia-Mira et al, 2002].  
They observed thermal unfolding process in E coli 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase multienzyme 
complex and found that the protein structure melts gradually in the process. The latter was 
interpreted by the existence of heterogeneous unfolded structures and the arrival from a definite 
folded state to these structures need different time. In our theory, if the initial state is a 
heterogeneous ensemble of unfolded structures with a distribution of different frequencies (ω 1 ) 
and different minimum potentials ( 1E ) then the refolding of the protein will show highly 
nonexponential kinetics and exhibit the characteristic of downhill folding. 
 
The protein folding ‘speed limit’ was widely investigated in recent years. Following the 
nucleation-condensation mechanism of folding the rate-limiting step is a random, diffusive search 
for the native tertiary topology [Fersht,1995; Debe et al, 1999]. Along the same line the ‘thruway 
search’ model was proposed [Ghosh et al, 2007]. Following Kramer’s model of reaction the 
reactants must diffuse together. The diffusion control in the protein folding reactions was analyzed 
[Jacob et al, 1997] and the diffusion-limited contact formation in unfolded protein was studied and 
quantitatively estimated [Hagen et al, 1996]. In the meantime, by studying the folding of 
engineered λ-repressors the folding speed limit was estimated as 12( )sμ −∼ [Yang et al, 2003].  
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More recently, through single molecule fluorescence techniques, it has been observed that there 
exist kinetic events of intrachain contact formation in nanonsecond range of folding, beyond the 
fast folding in microsecond range [Neuweiler et al, 2009]. Then, what is the true speed limit for 
protein folding? 
The problem of protein folding ‘speed limit’ can be easily viewed from quantum uncertainty 
relation. From the point of folding as a quantum transition between conformational states, the 
torsion energy levels are distributed with spacing torω=  ( torω ,typical torsion frequency about 
1012 sec-1) and therefore the lower limit for the time needed by a folding event should be 10- 12 sec 
due to the quantum uncertainty relation between energy and time ( e tΔ Δ ≥ = ). Thus, we suggest 
a new physical speed limit of picoseconds as the limitation for the local and transient fold 
formation in polypeptide chain.  
 
7  Statistical energy landscape approach and torsion-accessible states  
    As a multi-atom system the conformation of a protein is fully determined by bond lengths 
, bond angles ijr 1 2( , ,... )Nθ θ θi j kχ − −  and torsion angles . Since torsion angles are most 
easily changed even at room temperature we assume that the conformation is mainly described by 
a set of torsion coordinates, that is, the conformational potential U is only a function of 
1 2( , ,... )Nθ θ θ . For a problem in which and ijr i j kχ − −  cannot be fixed, we assume that the 
potential should be averaged over these variables so that the energy landscape is described by a set 
of torsion coordinates only. The average is reasonable since the folding does not involve a single 
microscopic pathway, but rather a statistical energy landscape [Bryngelson et al, 1995]. Through 
the statistical average of energy landscape and the corresponding redefinition of the potential the 
number of torsion-accessible states will be largely increased. For example, for a pair of 
conformational states which are originally inaccessible, it is impossible to reach each other by 
changing torsion coordinate (or torsion quantum number in quantum theory) only. However, this is 
possible after the statistical average of energy landscape and redefinition of the form of torsion 
potential; that is, they have become torsion-accessible. Therefore, the statistical energy approach 
effectively expands the set of torsion-accessible states. 
1 2( , ,... )tor NU θ θ θ       The torsion potential is generally argument inseparable. Only when 
Eq (9) is valid the conformational wave function of the system can be expressed as the product of 
single conformational functions and the quantum transition problem can be solved. The condition 
Eq (9) can be approximately satisfied through the statistical average of energy landscape. One may 
average 1 2( , ,... )tor NU θ θ θ  over N -1 coordinates with only one angular coordinate jθ  left as 
the variable. The resulting potential is denoted as ( )
tor j
U θ(j)  
1
1 2 ... ...,
( ) ( , ,... )
tor N
j tor NU U θ θ θ θθ θ θ θ= j-1, j+1,(j) , ,                  (64)                
1 2( , ,... )tor NU θ θ θ( )tor jU θ(j)  over j gives an approximate expression of The summation of . 
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Therefore, the argument-separable torsion potential can be deduced from the statistical energy 
landscape approach. 
   The statistical energy landscape approach gives new quantitative insights into the 
interpretation of experiments and simulations of protein folding thermodynamics and kinetics 
[Bryngelson et al, 1995]. Above discussions show that even in quantum theory on protein folding 
the statistical average of energy landscape is indispensably necessary for obtaining a reasonable 
solution of the complex problem and deducing a robust picture of the folding which experiments 
have revealed. 
   After statistical average of energy landscape and expansion of the set of torsion-accessible 
states there still exist many torsion-inaccessible states.  To study the role of torsion-inaccessible 
states in protein folding we may use master equation formulation as follows. Suppose the set of 
folding states denoted by F, the torsion-accessible denatured states denoted by U and other 
torsion-inaccessible unfolded states by Φ. The three kinds of states obey the reaction equations 
1
1 '
k
k
U F⎯⎯→←⎯⎯                                             (65a) 
    
2
2 '
k
k
U ⎯⎯→Φ←⎯⎯                                             (65b) 
The direct route between F and Φ does not exist since the probability of torsion-inaccessible 
transition has been assumed very small. The rate constants k and k1 1’ (as expressed by WAB and 
W in Eq (42)) can be calculated in principle. But we have no enough knowledge on kBA  2 and k2’. 
The number of proteins in three sets UN NΦ FNand   changes with time, satisfying the 
master equation. Due to the existence of pathway (65b) the folding rate from U to F will be 
influenced by Φ . The rate constants k1 , k1’, k2 and k2’ are dependent of denaturant concentration 
and temperature. For some concentrations and temperatures the observed protein folding rate will 
be explicitly changed. The problem will be discussed in further study. 
 
To conclude, the fundamental physics underlying protein folding may be much simpler than 
the extremely complexity inherent in the protein structure as proposed by David Baker ten years 
before [Baker, 2000]. Here, our analysis indicates that a key point on the surprising simplicity may 
be in: the numerous types of protein folding obey the same universal kinetics of quantum 
transition between conformational states. The proposed theoretical formulation in the article can, 
in principle, interpret all basic experimental facts on protein folding. Moreover, the view of 
quantum transition among torsion states gives deeper insights into the folding event of polypeptide 
chain.    
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